GOAL AREAS: Colors, prepositions, two-step instructions (to the tune of Paw Paw Patch)

**What You’ll Need:**
1. Sticky notes cut into heart shapes in a variety of colors make sure not to cut out all of the sticky part of the note!
2. A variety of instruments (drum, tambourine, etc)

**Instructions:**
Introduce the rhythm of a heartbeat, modeling it for the student on a drum and having them imitate the pattern.

Put out an array of instruments in one area and an array of different colored hearts in another.

The student will be instructed to find a heart of a certain color and put it on the designated instrument.

**Song Lyrics:**
Find a [red] heart, put it on the [drum]
Find a [red] heart, put it on the [drum]
student finds colored sticky note and places on instrument

There’s a [red] heart on the [drum]
encourage student to say this line independently once familiar with the song

Now listen to the HEARTBEAT
student plays a heartbeat rhythm on the drum
repeat, each time changing the target colors and instruments